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no idea A: SOLVED! On your production server the folder lib/views/ gets a a symbolic link of lib/views/uncompressed. In this folder the file uncompressed_05ed9abe_20.xx.xx.x.dll is a real source of trouble and gives a
crash to the folder lib/views. I have found nothing on Internet referring to this problem. I can only tell that on Windows it's a common problem due to a installed software. The solution was: Create a symlink to the

lib/views folder with a relative path in the working folder. In my case it's: cd "..\lib" symlink..\views\uncompressed.dll I hope that some of you fellow Pythonistas can find a more efficient way to do this, but for now I can
finally finish my legacy script. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention generally relates to self-locking fasteners and, more particularly, to self-locking fasteners for attaching tissue paper to a surface. 2. Discussion

of the Prior Art It is a common practice in the packaging and dispensing of rolls of paper tissue or other flat, flexible materials to manually attach the side edges of the roll to a rigid, planar support surface. While this
system is very convenient, it is of course not particularly efficient, in that the hand-inserted fasteners are quite unsightly and prone to slippage, and it would be far more efficient to attach the flexible material to the

support surface with a fastener that resists slipping and provides ample security for the roll of paper. Hand-inserted tape fasteners are not particularly desirable, because they are time-consuming to install, difficult to
use, and quite unsightly. The tape must be cut to the desired length in order to be inserted into a paper roll holder. Subsequent to placing the roll in its holder, the tape must be secured, typically by heat sealing. These

steps are time-consuming, and could possibly damage the roll. Fastening tapes are commercially available, but these are typically too long and/or difficult to use. For example, a fastener that is four inches long is
generally considered too long for convenience of use. U.S. Pat. No. 3,945,575 discloses a self-locking fastener that includes a pair of plastic plates having a
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